WELCOME TO MIPTV 2013

Discovery Enterprises International is proud to bring more than 450 new hours of content to the market as part of our spring catalogue. With a total of more than 1,000 hours originally produced for 10 of Discovery’s global networks, including Science, TLC, Animal Planet, ID, Discovery, Velocity and more, we also bring, for the first time, betty produced content for UK broadcast networks BBC and Channel 4.

DEI is thrilled to announce that we are the new, official distributor of all betty productions. In the lifestyle section of this catalogue, you will find four betty series that premiered first quarter of this year and we’ve produced a separate lifestyle supplemental featuring the entire betty catalogue.

We are excited to welcome the betty library to our distribution family and look forward to the new sales opportunities and partnerships this allows.

Have a great market.

Nicolas Bonard
General Manager France & Senior Vice President
Discovery Enterprises International
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Discovery Enterprises International (DEI) serves as the streamlined access point for all of Discovery Communications’ international program and private network sales, co-financing opportunities, and full discovery and development licensing in countries outside the U.S. DEI focuses on expanding our sales capabilities with international third-party broadcasters and licensees, expanding international formats, Discovery worldwide brands and content. The Enterprises team partners with local clients through regional offices in London, Madrid, Miami, Munich, Singapore, Sydney, Warsaw and Discovery’s global headquarters in Silver Spring, Maryland, to analyze international markets and identify new technologies and strategies for global business development with each territory.
**THE MAGIC OF THE BIG BLUE**

Produced by Best Film Sp. z o.o./ 2011

Never before has the underwater world been filmed this beautifully. The Magic of the Big Blue is a seven-part series, featuring the seas and oceans surrounding the seven continents. Filmed by one of the world’s best underwater photographers, Darek Sepiolo’s passion for diving and the wonders of the deep grants us access and takes us closer to worlds far beneath the surface, worlds many of us would never get to experience.

*Also available as Wild Deep: 6 x 30.

---

**NORTH AMERICA**

Produced by Silverback Films/ 2008-2013

North America: where civilisation collides with untamed wilderness. Join us as we step into this hidden world teeming with life – across impossible mountains and endless deserts. Dive into unexplored forests and crash into rugged coasts. Unforgiving, brutal, yet achingly beautiful. Wild animals living in these astonishing and sometimes deadly habitats must be fiercely resilient – evoking the human spirit for which the continent is known.

*5 x 60, plus 1 hour Making of and 1 hour North America: America’s Top 25 Most Beautiful Places specials.

---

FOR MORE INFORMATION » dei.discovery.com

[The Magic of the Big Blue]

[North America]
WILDEST LATIN AMERICA
Produced by Off The Fence, B.V./2011

We embark on a thrilling exploration of the breathtaking South American continent in **Wildest Latin America.** Trek across the mountainous peaks and volcanic slopes of the Andes; explore the windswept plains of the Patagonian wilderness; journey into the teeming forests of the Amazon and wade through the giant swamps of Venezuela, as this beautiful series celebrates the region’s most iconic and dramatic locations. Combining the extraordinary stories of the animals and people, each episode explores the latest revelations about life in this land of extremes.

*See page 43 for available rights.

**WILDEST INDIA**
Produced by Off The Fence, B.V./2011

Viewers are taken on an exotic journey through India in this stunning five-part series. From the epic Himalayan Mountains, the mighty River Ganges, the ancient sacred site of the Western Ghats, and the sacred sites of Northeast India, Wildest India explores a world of dramatic and pristine landscapes and incredible wildlife including the elusive river dolphin and the long-nosed gharial.

*See page 43 for available rights.

**WILDEST ARCTIC**
Produced by Off The Fence, B.V./2011

Wildest Arctic explores four extraordinary areas of the Arctic giving a unique insight into what life is like for animals trying to survive in these incredible habitats. The cameras capture life over the course of 12 months in the frozen forests of the Taiga, which contain one third of the world’s trees. They also explore the Arctic tundra, one of the coldest, driest places on the planet and home to hundreds of thousands of caribou. We follow the seasons to discover the natural beauty of this region’s rugged landscapes and hearty wildlife.

*See page 43 for available rights.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ➔ dei.discovery.com
RATTLESNAKE REPUBLIC

16 X 60
Produced by Sharp Entertainment, LLC/ 2010

Welcome to the wild world of rattlesnake wrangling in rural Texas. Meet the dynamic family and their dedicated team of wranglers, who work day and night to catch and relocate thousands of snakes that are dangerous to local wildlife and livestock. The family runs a hand-dug underground seven-mile tunnel that winds through the heart of their ranch and underneath their town to catch snakes that have escaped. The wranglers also train and work with the snakes, obtaining the biggest ones and taming them so they can be relocated safely. The family’s work is crucial to maintaining the balance of nature and preventing harm to both wildlife and humans.

RATTLE SNAKE REPUBLIC

SNAKE MAN OF APPALACHIA

8 X 60
Produced by Sharp Entertainment, LLC/ 2010

The Shorts are an extraordinary Appalachian family with deep roots in the serpent-handling religion. The series captures the family’s daily struggles as they attempt to reconcile their religious beliefs with modern-day life. The family’s children, parents, and their snake-handling practices are the focus of the show, blending with everyday challenges, including the custom of serpent-handling and the challenges that come with living in a remote location.

SNAKE MAN OF APPALACHIA

HILLBILLY HANDFISHIN’

14 X 60
Produced by Sharp Entertainment, LLC/ 2010

Meet Robbie and Stephen Keszey, an unlikely pair of brothers who run one of the most unique family businesses in the U.S. – working with wild and dangerous animals deep in the swamps of Florida. Robbie is passionate about all things scaly, and Stephen’s a former New York City bartender who’s more comfortable hailing a cab than handling a snake. The Swamp Brothers put themselves on the line to protect even the most unusual of creatures – from pythons to gators to wildcats.

SNAKE MAN OF APPALACHIA

SHARKZILLA

Produced by Sharp Entertainment, LLC/ 2010

To celebrate the monumental 25th anniversary of Shark Week, Discovery resurrected the largest shark to ever swim in oceans: the megalodon. Watch as a crew comes together to design and build the largest shark ever to live on the planet – measuring 52 feet long and weighing over 100,000 pounds. With massive hydraulic jaws that can open wider than a four-story building, Discovery enlisted the help of MythBusters to put these chompers to the test. Meet the team that designed and built the megalodon and witness its thrilling journey through the ocean.

BEAST TRACKER

Produced by Sharp Entertainment, LLC/ 2010

As advancing human populations continue to clash with invasive species, the battle of man vs. animal finds itself in the backyard of America. Dr. Andrew West sets out to investigate this natural conflict more deeply and what is happening on the front lines. From the murky alligator swamps of Louisiana to Hawaii’s pristine but deadly waters, humans are struggling to find a balance between conservation and survival as deadly animals find their way into our everyday lives.

HILLBILLY HANDFISHIN’

HILLBILLY HANDFISHIN’

HI-TEC: 47 DAYS WITH SHARKS

1 X 60
Produced by Sharp Entertainment, LLC/ 2010

During a routine search mission over the Pacific in WWII, an American plane crashed into shark-infested waters. This is the inspiring true story of two war heroes who survived 47 days at sea, fighting off sharks, with only the food they were able to catch from the ocean and the water they were able to collect from the rain.
**MUST LOVE CATS**
PRODUCED BY POWDERHOUSE PRODUCTIONS, INC./2009-2012
12 X 60

Must Love Cats is a celebration of fascinating felines and the fascinating people who love them. From felines that saved their owners’ lives to swanky cat-only hotels, the series spans the realm of all things “cat.” It offers a smorgasbord of amazing feline stories, jam-packed with interesting factoids and trivia bits.

**I WAS SAVED**
PRODUCED BY PICTURE SHACK ENTERTAINMENT, INC./2011
6 X 60

Occasionally the bond that exists between humans and animals transcends the traditional pet-owner relationship. This series recollects compelling, true stories where animals have intervened to save people’s lives. The animals play a pivotal role in pulling survivors through their darkest periods and giving them a second chance at life.

**I’M ALIVE**
PRODUCED BY FEEDING TIME PRODUCTIONS, INC./2009-2012
SERIES 1-2; 23 X 60

Without claws, venom or razor-sharp teeth, humans are physically under matched with our wildlife counterparts. Given these natural disadvantages, a confrontation with an animal can easily turn deadly. However, there are times when size or strength can’t overcome a much stronger opponent – a person’s will to live. This series reveals the true heartfelt stories of people who are determined to survive an encounter with their wildlife counterparts, regardless of the obstacles or consequences.

**THE HAUNTED**
PRODUCED BY PICTURE SHACK ENTERTAINMENT, INC./2010-2011
SERIES 1-2; 26 X 60

What if your home had been the scene of a terrifying fire 100 years ago or if your basement had been used for violent and deadly experiments? And, what if you didn’t know these things had happened, but the animals around you did? Welcome to the eerie world of The Haunted. Animals are commonly thought to be more sensitive to paranormal activity than humans. Both in this world and beyond, animals have often been the focus of spirit encounters. This chilling series dives into the frightening true stories of animal hauntings.

**MY CAT FROM HELL**
Produced by 3 Ball Productions, LLC/2010-2011
SERIES 1-3; 19 X 60

Behaviorist Jackson Galaxy has seen it all – everything from spastic cats that break up relationships to violent felines that put their owners in hospital. Follow Jackson as he brings his unique understanding of cats to desperate families on the verge of giving up on their furry companions.

FOR MORE INFORMATION » dei.discovery.com
Meet the seven brothers of Pelletier Inc., a family with timber in its blood. Each day they lead their crews into woods to claw out a living in the forests of Northern Maine. It’s a brutal and dangerous existence in which one error in judgment can yield horrific consequences: mangled equipment, injury and even death. American Loggers follows this hearty breed, marveling at their stubborn dedication, courage and ingenuity.

In Rat Busters NYC, New York’s finest and most entertaining exterminators Jimmy Tallman and Michael Morales invite cameras to see just what’s “rat’tling” New Yorkers and examines the city’s most plaguing pest problems. Follow Jimmy and Michael, a comedic dynamic duo with a brother-like kinship, as they tackle rat families bigger than their own, and other metropolitan pests like roaches, mice, bedbugs, raccoons and pigeons.

When it comes to the planet’s most venomous creatures, there’s only one team who has the knowledge and fearlessness to battle them – the Venom One Response Team, a special ops unit of Miami-Dade Fire Rescue. It’s the only emergency response team of its kind and currently holds the world’s largest antivenom bank. This elite and courageous team of paramedics rushes against the clock to deliver anti-venoms to dangerously bite inflamed.

Step inside “Gunsmoke,” where a third generation family of dynamic gunsmiths crafts blocks of steel into beautiful, but deadly works of art. Leading the operation is Rich Wyatt, a successful business owner, loving husband and devoted father. Though a master firearms trainer and former police officer with more than 22 years of experience, Wyatt’s real gift lies in gunsmithing.

From AK 47s to exploding arrows and antique pistols, gunsmith Will Hayden and his quirky Louisiana team at Red Jacket Firearms build any and all one-of-a-kind, customised weapons. But the crew has to be careful: whether tackling the latest technology or modernising classic guns, each weapon is unique and equally dangerous.

*Also available: Guns of Glory: 1 x 60 and Behind the Scenes special: 1 x 60.

*Also available: Guns of Glory: 1 x 60 and Behind the Scenes special: 1 x 60.

SONS OF GUNS
Produced by Jupiter Entertainment 2009-2010
SERIES 1-2; 16 X 30 & 16 X 60

From AK 47s to exploding arrows and antique pistols, gunsmith Will Hayden and his quirky Louisiana team at Red Jacket Firearms build any and all one-of-a-kind, customised weapons. But the crew has to be careful: whether tackling the latest technology or modernising classic guns, each weapon is unique and equally dangerous.

*Also available: Guns of Glory: 1 x 60 and Behind the Scenes special: 1 x 60.
What is life like when you think the end of the world is right around the corner? Nuclear war, solar storms, asteroids, global natural disaster or the collapse of the international economy are just a few common doomsday theories. And as social anxiety about these events increases, so do the fascinating stories behind the lengths to which people will go to prepare for the unknown.

Join retired Army Ranger Tim Abell as he meets people who are preparing themselves for the unknown. Whether it’s the possibility of natural or man-made disasters, they want to be ready to protect themselves. We get insight into their often shocking weapon caches and their intensive training sessions to hone their skills. Are their extreme preparations simply to satisfy their paranoia?

The Mayans predicted the world would end in 2012 – or did they? The truth about the Mayan calendar may be even stranger than the fiction or the reaction millions have had to the predicted end of days.

Zombies live! The recent wave of crazed and bloody cannibalistic attacks in the U.S. have made headlines and forced many to start believing the unbelievable. Scientists and “zombie preppers” explore the probability and devastating impact a zombie plague would have on the world.
Meet the unconventional family that rules Alaska’s most dangerous skies. Operating their family-run airline, Era Alaska, the Tweto family battles unforgiving Alaska weather and terrain to transport life’s necessities to one of the most remote and extreme regions of America. With no freeway system for hundreds of miles, Era Alaska is the lifeline for the isolated rural inhabitants of the Bering Sea coastlines.

INTO THE UNKNOWN WITH JOSH BERNSTEIN

Global traveler, explorer and educator Josh Bernstein has a voracious appetite for knowledge and a strong desire to do whatever it takes to explore the world’s hidden treasures. In these specials, Josh reveals the mysteries and fascination behind the jungles of Papua New Guinea, the ancient wealth and wonder of Timbuktu and more.

SOLVING HISTORY WITH OLLY STEEDS

British explorer and critically acclaimed international investigative journalist Olly Steeds investigates the truth behind some of the world’s biggest mysteries. Olly employs hidden cameras, holds clandestine meetings with smugglers and treks to remote locations to see relics and throw himself head-long and hands-on into the native rituals to get the real story and weed out the myths.

GOLD RUSH SPECIALS

In these five specials, we revisit the Hoffman crew after each mining season as well as in a sneak-peak behind the scenes filming the series and also delve into the Southern Comfort Camino crew’s miners with in-depth interviews, previously un-aired footage and uncut interviews into the Hoffman crew’s lives for the following season.

FLYING WILD ALASKA

Meet the unconventional family that rules Alaska’s most dangerous skies. Operating their family-run airline, Era Alaska, the Tweto family battles unforgiving Alaska weather and terrain to transport life’s necessities to one of the most remote and extreme regions of America. With no freeway system for hundreds of miles, Era Alaska is the lifeline for the isolated rural inhabitants of the Bering Sea coastlines.

GOLD RUSH

Producers: Raw Television 2010-11

A group of down-on-their-luck men, in the face of an economic meltdown, risk everything to strike it rich mining for gold in Alaska. Series 1 saw Todd Hoffman lead a group of greenhorn miners to forge a new frontier and save their families from dire straits only to leave even more in debt. In series 2, things finally start to go their way until unforeseen circumstances threaten to jeopardise their dream of striking it rich in the frozen north. With the mining season slipping away, the Hoffman crew is forced to come up with a new plan in order to salvage what could be their last mining season.

EXPLORATION + ADVENTURE
DUAL SURVIVAL
PRODUCED BY ORIGINAL MEDIA/ 2009-2010
SERIES 1-2; 22 X 60

Dave Canterbury and Cody Lundin are not your typical trained survival experts. Their methods are unorthodox and their goal is simple: find out what it takes to stay alive in real-life situations. In this returning season Canterbury and Lundin travel to some of the most extreme places on Earth, from the scorching desert of Baja, Mexico all the way to the cloud forests of Panama. They use their limited resources and endless skills to survive and teach us how to deal with real survival challenges.

MAN VS. WILD
PRODUCED BY DIVERSE PRODUCTIONS/ 2007-2010
SERIES 1-6; 73 X 60

Survival expert Bear Grylls puts himself in extreme survival situations all over the world. Drawing upon all his experiences as a former British Navy commando, mountaineer and seasoned adventurer, Bear strands himself in popular wilderness destinations including the Eastern Alps, the African plains and the alligator-filled Everglades of the Southeastern U.S. Armed with a few supplies and the clothes on his back, see how Bear claws his way back to civilization while demonstrating survival techniques along the way.

*Series 3-6 available in HD.

BEYOND SURVIVAL
WITH LES STROUD
Produced by Vanishing World/ 2009
10 X 60

As “Survivorman,” Les Stroud spent years filming himself in the most remote locations on Earth. This time around Les becomes the student as he travels to meet the world’s last indigenous tribes to learn some of mankind’s most time-tested survival techniques. Before the indigenous know-hows and rituals vanish forever, Stroud experiences their cultures and imparts some of the wisdom that has helped humans flourish in the wild for thousands of years.

IN TOO DEEP
PRODUCED BY TWO HAND PRODUCTIONS/ 2007
13 X 30

This animal adventure series sees host Jamie Crawford travelling through the world’s harshest climates and terrains in search of the most intriguing animal adaptations. In Too Deep focuses on a highly visual comparison between man and animal that highlights the brilliance of evolution’s adaptations, demonstrated through the frailties of the human body.
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**THROUGH THE WORMHOLE WITH MORGAN FREEMAN**

Produced by Revelations Entertainment 2010-2011

Academy Award®-winning actor, Hollywood legend and space enthusiast Morgan Freeman hosts and narrates this exploration of the greatest mysteries of the universe. What are we made of? What was there before the beginning? Are there parallel universes? These questions have been pondered by the most brilliant minds in history. Now, modern science may be able to provide us with answers.

**PROPHETS OF SCIENCE FICTION**

Produced by Rd Independent Productions, LLC 2011

What once was just imagination is now real; what was once the distant future is now around the corner. The science of the future was strangely prophesied by a group of authors, illustrators, filmmakers and scientists whose dreams once may have deemed them renegades and mad scientists. Prophets of Science Fiction is a biographical exploration of eight science fiction visionaries and how their early projections eerily predicted the future.

**TIME WARP**

Produced by Creative Differences Productions, Inc. 2008-2009

Scientist and teacher Jeff Lieberman uses high-speed HD cameras to bring you a world that’s normally beyond our senses. Events occur in our everyday lives that happen either too slow, or too quickly for us to see intricate details. Time Warp allows us to see what we’ve been missing. Find out how a dog uses its tongue to drink, how a face contorts when punched by a boxer and what happens when an egg falls into the spinning blades of a fan.

**AGAINST THE ELEMENTS**

Produced by Cheri Sunde Productions, Inc. 2008

A storm chaser takes on a powerful F4 tornado, a father and son try to escape a mudslide, a fireworks factory explodes making the normally peaceful countryside look like a war zone, a town seeks an explanation for the cleaner-than-usual snow — these are the death-defying episodes that Prophets of Science Fiction will reveal in every daringly epic episode. Would we ever have imagined the science fiction and impossible facts?
BUILD IT BIGGER
Produced by Powderhouse Productions 2005-2010

Discovered by Harvard’s Danny Forster, armed with a Harvard education, a quirky sense of humor and an inquisitive nature, Danny Forster spans the globe to break down the ultimate construction projects in Build It Bigger. From public works and private buildings to warships and cruise ships, Danny’s experience as a professional architect, as well as his enthusiasm for structural design and the building process, brings viewers inside engineering marvels that will improve quality of life and dot city skylines. *Series 2-5 available in HD.

DESTROYED IN SECONDS
Produced by Pilgrim Films & Television / 2008

A power boat breaks apart during a race in Austria; an Arizona metro train plows into a pickup truck with two people inside; and a fighter jet crashes during a test flight when a tool left in the fuselage jams controls. Join host Ron Pitts and witness an amazing array of incredible stories.

DIRTY MONEY
Produced by Vidiots Inc. / 2010

John and Jimmy Di Resta live and breathe flea markets. With the help of John’s son, Matthew (aka Rat-Boy), the Di Resta brothers live by the mantra, “Find it, Fix it, Sell it!” The Di Resta brothers scour New York City in search of items they can completely renovate and reinvent to sell for profit.

INSECTS IN THE CITY
Produced by Asylum Entertainment, LLC / 2011

Travel to New Orleans with entomologist Brendan Dunphy to peel back the walls, dive under the train tracks and check out your backyards. Our mission? Bugs. From black widow spiders to slimy cockroaches, discover the top 10 most destructive, deadly and misunderstood insects in the city.

JUNKIES
Produced by Leftfield Pictures / 2011

Long Island’s Freeport Junk and wrecking is the premier junkyard for high-end inventors, backyard builders and antique pickers constantly looking for missing parts to complete their passion projects. The Freeport team, led by Jimmy “The Junk Genius” Ruocco, will quit at nothing to help you find what you’re missing. Our eclectic band of dumpster divers will redefine engineering.

WEAPON MASTERS
Produced by Half Yard Productions / 2007

Technology and history collide head-on in this action-packed series. Wield Master Mike Loades and Master Craftsman Chad Houseknecht’s side arms in witness the power of pivotal world-changing weapons like the ice age bow, archery and crossbow.

MAN-MADE MARVELS
Produced by Natural History New Zealand / 2006-2007

Asia is the world’s fastest growing industrial powerhouse. From Singapore to Malaysia and South Korea to China’s Macau, the region is the centre of innovation, pushing the boundaries of design and engineering. Explore the region’s most revolutionary constructions like Sydney’s Opera House, Changi Airport and Taipei 101.
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Asia is the world’s fastest growing industrial powerhouse. From Singapore to Malaysia and South Korea to China’s Macau, the region is the centre of innovation, pushing the boundaries of design and engineering. Explore the region’s most revolutionary constructions like Sydney’s Opera House, Changi Airport and Taipei 101.
Today’s battlefield is dominated by hugely reliable, hyper-lethal super-weapons. But how did these weapons evolve?

Weaponology takes a high-tech future weapon and unlocks its family tree, tracing the roots of its existence. Discover what links a 19th-century Scottish pastor to the assault rifle and a seed-planting device to the machine gun, and how a pizza delivery boy became the Henry Ford of body armour.

ULTIMATE WEAPONS

PRODUCED BY WADDELL MEDIA LIMITED/ 2008

6 X 60

Ultimate Weapons is a high-octane look at the ultimate in modern weaponry. Witness the power of cutting-edge weapons with in-depth analysis and count down to what some believe are the best in sniper rifles, portable firepower, tanks and artillery and robotic warriors, and what makes them the ultimate weapons in their class.

TOP 10 SHOOTOUTS

PRODUCED BY JUPITER ENTERTAINMENT/ 2011

For better or worse, shootouts have helped create America’s history. From pistol draws in dusty Western town squares to heated battles that turn the tides of international war, the outcomes of these fights were the catalysts of change. Now expert gunsmiths Will Hayden of Sons of Guns and Rich Wyatt of American Guns break down these epic shootouts in this special.

DEADLIEST TECH

PRODUCED BY WORKAHOLIC PRODUCTIONS, INC./ 2011

9 X 60

Mankind’s greatest engineering feats are often its most powerful weapons. Helicopters, stealth technology, guns, bombs, planes, drones and the tools of war and they often provide the key advantage that secures victory on the battlefield. Deadliest Tech takes an in-depth look at the greatest military engineering feats and how they came to be and how they made a difference.

Secrets of...

PRODUCED BY NBC PEACOCK PRODUCTIONS/ 2012

8 X 60

Secrets of... reveals secrets of the most mysterious agencies, technologies, companies and groups in the world, such as Delta Force, Shadow Military, CIA Black Ops, Green Berets and Army Rangers. From how they’re trained to the technology they use in the field, the series features inside elite groups and reveals why they’re effective.

Surviving the Cut

PRODUCED BY Two Roosters Media, LLC/ 2010

SERIES 1-2; 12 X 60

Unprecedented access to the full-throttle, action-packed world of military training is exclusively offered through Surviving the Cut. Both men and women are put to the ultimate test and quickly taught that commitment alone just isn’t enough to serve in the military’s most coveted and elite units. There will be no shortage of pain and suffering as the students endure the worst of the worst to become the best of best.

Deadliest Tech

PRODUCED BY Two Roosters Media, LLC/ 2012

1 X 60

The 75th Ranger Regiment is a lethal and agile force, capable of executing myriad complex, joint special operations missions. You won’t see them in the headlines, but they’re the Army’s premier raid force and they’re always combat ready. The rangers are an elite special operations infantry, and they have never allowed cameras into their compound until now.

Secrets of...

PRODUCED BY NBC PEACOCK PRODUCTIONS/ 2012

8 X 60

Secrets of... reveals secrets of the most mysterious agencies, technologies, companies and groups in the world, such as Delta Force, Shadow Military, CIA Black Ops, Navy SEALs, Green Berets and Army Rangers. From how they’re trained to the technology they use in the field, the series features inside elite groups and reveals why they’re effective.
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Hell and Back: Special Ops Ranger

Produced by Two Roosters Media, LLC 2012

1 X 60

The 75th Ranger Regiment is a lethal and agile force, capable of executing myriad complex, joint special operations missions. You won’t see them in the headlines, but they’re the Army’s premier raid force and they’re always combat ready. The rangers are an elite special operations infantry, and they have never allowed cameras into their compound until now.

Hell and Back: Special Ops Ranger

Produced by Two Roosters Media, LLC 2012

1 X 60

The 75th Ranger Regiment is a lethal and agile force, capable of executing myriad complex, joint special operations missions. You won’t see them in the headlines, but they’re the Army’s premier raid force and they’re always combat ready. The rangers are an elite special operations infantry, and they have never allowed cameras into their compound until now.
From love triangles that implode to office romances exposed, stories of passionate love affairs turned crimes of passion aren’t just happening on daytime television. Hosted by soap opera legend Susan Lucci, Deadly Affairs proves that they happen in real life and, sometimes, are even stranger than fiction.

I (Almost) Got Away With It
Producers: Indigo Films Entertainment Group, Inc./2010
Series 1-3; 39 x 60
I (Almost) Got Away With It features firsthand accounts of fugitives doing anything they can to avoid capture. With the bent and the brightest in law enforcement after them, their tales of life on the run are truly unbelievable. Find out how law enforcement and all means necessary to deliver will capture these wanted men.

Deadly Affairs
Producers: Sirens Media/2012
10 x 60
From love triangles that implode to office romances exposed, stories of passionate love affairs turned crimes of passion aren’t just happening on daytime television. Hosted by soap opera legend Susan Lucci, Deadly Affairs proves that they happen in real life and, sometimes, are even stranger than fiction.

Solved: Extreme Forensics
26 x 60
In every detective’s career, one case stands out as unforgettable, crime scenes so bizarre they defy logic, and criminal minds so conniving they defy understanding. Everyone is a suspect. Only the sharpest minds and cutting-edge science can solve these shocking puzzlers.

Cuff Me If You Can
Producers: Indigo Films Entertainment Group, Inc./2010
6 x 60
Told through real life witnesses, dramatic reenactments and first-person narration, Cuff Me If You Can tells the stories of determined and meaningful criminals who tried hard to beat the system of their truth. Since they clearly weren’t able to write their stories, we are now able to reveal the astonishingly cunning ways that helped them almost get away.

Bounty Wars
Producers: Asylum Entertainment, LLC/2012
3 x 60
Bounty hunters make their living by breaking down doors and going undercover in some of the most dangerous locations to catch wanted individuals who slip out on their own. Jeff Stanley owns Big Boys Bail Bonds. As an expert bounty hunter, he races around the clock to track down the most dangerous people on earth, and now he's able to share their stories. What wasn’t told on the run is now revealed, as law enforcement around the country hunt for so many wanted criminals, each with a possible $15,000 cash bonus.
I DIDN’T KNOW I WAS PREGNANT
Produced by Mike Mathis Productions Inc./2007-2010
SERIES 1-4; 55 X 30
We explore the astounding phenomenon of women that aren’t aware that they’re pregnant until the moment they’re giving birth. From an unaware flight attendant unexpectedly crowning mid-flight to a woman visiting a clinic for terrible abdominal cramps only to find out that she’s moments from giving birth, we explore the potentially life threatening stories of surprise births.

I’M PREGNANT AND...
Produced by Sirens Media/2009-2011
SERIES 1-2; 18 X 30 & 2 X 60
I’m Pregnant And... takes a look at the true and remarkable stories of women in difficult situations dealing with the challenges and stress of pregnancy. Whether they’re pregnant and OCD, a drug dealer, a hoarder or a prisoner, watch as these women balance their pregnancies with work, family, friends and personal struggles.

SECRETLY PREGNANT
Produced by Gigantic! Productions/2010
6 X 60
What happens when a woman has to make use of believable means to keep her pregnancy a secret? And then what happens when she’s no longer able to hide the truth? Secretly Pregnant highlights two women who have their own reasons for hiding a pregnancy from their family, friends, boyfriends and bosses – following them through the emotional turmoil of their secret all the way to the birth of the baby.

EXTREME PREGNANCY
Produced by Mandrill Television/2005
15 X 30
Follow the fascinating stories of a group of women who have fallen pregnant under the most unusual circumstances. From Sarah who fell pregnant naturally despite having a hysterectomy 20 years ago to a woman in the U.S. who have used a surrogate mother and then became a surrogate herself, these are the stories of women on an emotional roller coaster ride, resulting in a long anticipated birth.

MY EXTREME ANIMAL PHOBIA
Produced by Relativity Real/2011
8 X 60
Most people agree that dogs, cats and birds are loving and faithful companions, but for many individuals, animals are a source of absolute terror. My Extreme Animal Phobia features a group of people debilitated by an irrational fear of animals, who are desperate to find a cure. Under the guidance of psychologist Dr. Robin Zasio, each participant undergoes intense exposure therapy, coming face to face with their worst animal fears.

SHOCKING FAMILY SECRETS
Produced by Magilia Entertainment/2012
6 X 60
If you thought your family had secrets… think again. We delve into some of the most twisted family dramas, from babies switched at birth to secret parents and married twins. All the skeletons come out of the closet and sometimes, it is better if they had never left. These stories are unbelievably shocking, disturbingly common and undeniably true.

BROKEN MINDS
Produced by Mike Mathis Productions, Inc./2011
2 X 60
When a bone breaks, it will heal – but when the mind breaks, the results are terrifying. These are the real-life medical mysteries about some of the most extreme psychiatric and neurological disorders ever documented. From a man who loses control of his left hand to a woman who is convinced that she’s dead, we explore cases that are as scary as they are bizarre.

MY EXTREME ANIMAL PHOBIA
Produced by Relativity Real/2011
8 X 60
Most people agree that dogs, cats and birds are loving and faithful companions, but for many individuals, animals are a source of absolute terror. My Extreme Animal Phobia features a group of people debilitated by an irrational fear of animals, who are desperate to find a cure. Under the guidance of psychologist Dr. Robin Zasio, each participant undergoes intense exposure therapy, coming face to face with their worst animal fears.

SHOCKING FAMILY SECRETS
Produced by Magilia Entertainment/2012
6 X 60
If you thought your family had secrets… think again. We delve into some of the most twisted family dramas, from babies switched at birth to secret parents and married twins. All the skeletons come out of the closet and sometimes, it is better if they had never left. These stories are unbelievably shocking, disturbingly common and undeniably true.

BROKEN MINDS
Produced by Mike Mathis Productions, Inc./2011
2 X 60
When a bone breaks, it will heal – but when the mind breaks, the results are terrifying. These are the real-life medical mysteries about some of the most extreme psychiatric and neurological disorders ever documented. From a man who loses control of his left hand to a woman who is convinced that she’s dead, we explore cases that are as scary as they are bizarre.
DC CUPCAKES SPECIALS
Produced by Big Fish Entertainment 2011-2012
9 X 60
Sisters and co-owners Sophie and Katherine continue to sink their efforts into making their Washington, DC-based cupcake business a huge success by taking on some of their biggest challenges yet! From making a Greek statue out of cupcakes to cooking the world’s largest one, catering Katherine’s wedding and looking to expand to New York City, these sisters are out to conquer the world – one cupcake at a time.

MAMA’S BOYS OF THE BRONX
Produced by Half Yard Productions 2011
8 X 30
Long-time friends Frankie, Giovanni, Peter, Anthony and Chip have all in common. They are all Italian-Americans who grew up on Arthur Avenue, they are in their 30s, they are attractive and they are employed. And all five men still live with their mothers. Pasta and drama are never far from these unapologetic New York wise-guys, who love their mothers as much as living at home.

Randy to the Rescue
Produced by Randy Reality Productions 2012
8 X 60
Randy, host of Say Yes to the Dress, has helped countless women find their dream dress. But what if a bride can’t make it to New York? Randy is taking his head-to-hem bridal beauty show on the road! Traveling to eight cities across the U.S. to consult with brides and make their wedding fantasies come true.

Cheer Perfection
Produced by Authentic Entertainment 2012
9 X 60
With a “tough love” approach, coach Alisha Dunlap demands an exceptionally high level of professionalism from her athletes. Kids and parents alike know that perfection is expected and anything less could mean getting kicked off a team. Parents who bring their kids to Alisha’s gym agree with her strict coaching style and demand nothing less than success from their youngsters. In such a high-pressured, competitive environment, the moms at the gym often come to blows with one another. For many, including Team Mom Ann, they see the gym as a hierarchical place, where status is directly tied to the success of their daughters.

FOR MORE INFORMATION » dei.discovery.com
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM
Produced by Magilla Entertainment 2011-2012
SERIES 1-3; 39 X 30
Theresa Caputo is a real-life psychic medium who has a two year waiting list, and has brought peace and closure to countless grateful families. She has turned numerous sceptics into believers on the opposite end of the spectrum. Between her big personality, lovable family and her remarkable ability to connect with the dead, viewers have fallen in love with this average Long Island mom turned real-life medium.

19 KIDS & COUNTING
Produced by Advanced Medical Productions 2012
SERIES 6; 22 X 30 & 4 X 60
When we first met the Duggars 2004, Jim Bob and Michele Duggar had only 14 children. Nine years and nearly 140 episodes later, they have 19 children and their first grandchild. In this latest series, the Duggars experience the joy of family expansion, the constant of a house full of kids, everyday celebrations of life and the devastating loss of what would have been their 20th child.

For More Information » dei.discovery.com
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Long-time friends Frankie, Giovanni, Peter, Anthony and Chip have all in common. They are all Italian-Americans who grew up on Arthur Avenue, they are in their 30s, they are attractive and they are employed. And all five men still live with their mothers. Pasta and drama are never far from these unapologetic New York wise-guys, who love their mothers as much as living at home.

Randy to the Rescue
Randy, host of Say Yes to the Dress, has helped countless women find their dream dress. But what if a bride can’t make it to New York? Randy is taking his head-to-hem bridal beauty show on the road! Traveling to eight cities across the U.S. to consult with brides and make their wedding fantasies come true.

Cheer Perfection
With a “tough love” approach, coach Alisha Dunlap demands an exceptionally high level of professionalism from her athletes. Kids and parents alike know that perfection is expected and anything less could mean getting kicked off a team. Parents who bring their kids to Alisha’s gym agree with her strict coaching style and demand nothing less than success from their youngsters. In such a high-pressured, competitive environment, the moms at the gym often come to blows with one another. For many, including Team Mom Ann, they see the gym as a hierarchical place, where status is directly tied to the success of their daughters.
EXTREME CHRISTMAS TREES

Produced by Stiletto Television 2011

1 X 60

From the breath-taking decadence of the largest tree installation on the Vegas Strip to a fragrant fir adorned with over $200,000 worth of carefully collected ornaments, this special takes viewers into the obsessed visions, the intense pressures and ultimately exhilarating rewards of installing a Christmas tree so elaborate, opulent or just plain quirky that it’s worthy of the title, “Extreme Christmas Tree.”

CHRISTMAS LIGHTS

Enjoy a celebration of Christmas lights at various locations across North America. Viewers have a chance to enjoy the spectacular Christmas lights which decorate suburban homes such as Rockefeller Center, the National Mall and Colonial Williamsburg over the festive season.

CRAZY FOR CHRISTMAS

Everyone has their own special holiday traditions; baking cookies, hanging lights, trimming the tree. But some people are so passionate about Christmas, they do and make extraordinary things just to share the spirit of the season. A San Francisco chef built a six-foot-tall, gingerbread replica of the Transamerica building, while in Chicago, a Coast Guard captain revived a seafaring legend to bring joy to the city's children. Once deemed holiday taboos, these Christmas fantasies and their beholders now inspire an unprecedented trend in the festive holiday.

DAZZLING HOLIDAY LIGHTS

Nothing celebrates the spirit of Christmas quite like a blazing display of holiday lights. Whether they’re strung across a front porch or illuminating the Empire State Building, the bright colours and warm glow of these lights bring cheer to all during December’s dark nights. Meet a high school sophomore who covers his home in more than 80,000 lights and go behind the scenes of some fierce neighbourhood lighting competitions. Explore historic hotels whose light displays set the tone for December in New York, Chicago and Las Vegas. Travel to New York, Chicago and Las Vegas to tour the lights of our brightest holiday cities.

INVASION OF CHRISTMAS LIGHTS: EUROPE

It’s an obsession that started in America which quickly spread across the continent of Europe: Christmas light decorating has gone extreme. Christmas light enthusiasts from UK, Italy, Germany, France and Belgium bring the grandeur, excitement and most elaborate lighting to their city streets so that their homes take over their homes and yards. We follow six families as they strive to display ambitious lighting extravaganzas for the holiday season.
**The Fabulous Baker Brothers**

Produced by Betty for C4/2012

**Series 2; 7 x 60**

Tom and Henry Herbert, “The Fabulous Baker Brothers,” take on traditional British food in a bold attempt to give the UK’s iconic tourist attractions, iconic food to match! Tourists regularly report they are amazed by Britain’s cultural heritage but disappointed by traditional fare. The Brothers travel to locations all over the UK, take over a local restaurant to launch new Baker Brothers recipes and put a contemporary twist on lost classics using local produce.

*Series includes a 1-hour Christmas special where the boys put their tasty twist on traditional holiday fare.*

**Cake Boss**

Produced by High Noon Productions/2009-2011

**Series 1-4; 80 x 30 & 6 x 60**

Buddy Valastro is one of the most successful and renowned cake artists in the United States. Master baker of Carlo’s City Hall Bake Shop in Hoboken, New Jersey, Buddy is the “Cake Boss.” He supervises a team that includes his mother, four older sisters and three brothers-in-law. And when you’re working with family on a daily basis, there is bound to be a lot of drama!

**Cake Boss: Next Great Baker**

Produced by High Noon Productions/2010

**Series 1; 7 x 60 & 1 x 90**

Buddy Valastro, star of the hit series Cake Boss, puts ten talented pastry chefs through the ringer to earn the title of Next Great Baker. At stake is $50,000 cash and a chance to work side-by-side with Buddy at Carlo’s Bakery.

**Kitchen Boss**

Produced by High Noon Productions/2010

**40 x 30 & 1 x 90**

Buddy Valastro, star of the hit series Cake Boss, loves to bake as much as he loves to cook. Now Buddy is taking viewers inside his kitchen where he shares his favourite family and Italian Old World recipes. From pastas and meats to everyday desserts, his dishes are as easy to prepare as they are to eat!

**The Food Inspectors**

Produced by Betty for BBC/2012

**Series 2; 4 x 60**

Matt Allwright and Chris Hollins join Britain’s environmental health teams to lift the lid on how these hidden heroes protect the health-loving British public. Dealing with public complaints, examining contaminated samples and then checking establishments, it’s a solid day for a food inspector.

**Car Fix**

Produced by Brenton Productions/2011

**13 x 30**

Jared and Lou source classic cars such as a Corvette, Mustang, Dodge Ram and a Chevy to work on special projects which show how the skills needed to customize these vehicles into highly stylish after-“car-iff.”

**The Fabulous Baker Brothers**

**HD**

**35**

**32**

**THE FABULOUS BAKER BROTHERS**

Produced by Betty for C4/2012

**Series 2; 7 x 60**

**ALL GIRLS GARAGE**

Produced by Brenton Productions/2011

**13 x 30**

It’s time to open the doors at the All Girls Garage! Follow the three girls as they work to diagnose issues, showcase their motor mechanical and problem solving skills, provide handy tips and ultimately get the cars back on the road.

**Kitchin Boss**

Produced by Betty for C4/2012

**SERIES 2; 7 X 60**

Tom and Henry Herbert, “The Fabulous Baker Brothers,” take on traditional British food in a bold attempt to give the UK’s iconic tourist attractions, iconic food to match! Tourists regularly report they are amazed by Britain’s cultural heritage but disappointed by traditional fare. The Brothers travel to locations all over the UK, take over a local restaurant to launch new Baker Brothers recipes and put a contemporary twist on lost classics using local produce.

*Series includes a 1-hour Christmas special where the boys put their tasty twist on traditional holiday fare.*
HAPPILY EVER LAUGHTER
PRODUCED BY CHERI SUNDAE PRODUCTIONS INC./ 2011
6 X 30
Hilarity, disaster and just plain fun caught on tape as real people around the globe take part in proposals, weddings and honeymoons.

THE UNDATEABLES
PRODUCED BY BETTY FOR C4/ 2012
SERIES 2; 5 X 60
Looking for love can be tricky, but some find it harder than others. Add disability to the equation and it can sometimes seem impossible. We follow the journey of several extraordinary singletons as they enter the dating circuit in pursuit of love. From a stand-up comedian with Tourettes to an office worker with Down’s Syndrome, we look at the realities of looking for love in an image-obsessed world, where too many people make snap judgments based on first impressions – and even consider some to be ‘undateable’.

LOTTERY CHANGED MY LIFE
PRODUCED BY SHARP ENTERTAINMENT/ 2011
SERIES 2-4; 17 X 60
Lottery Changed My Life features lottery winners living out their fantasy lifestyles. While money can’t buy happiness, we’ll see if it can buy something from a new set of Bugatti's to NASCAR truck teams! From Bouffants and Bangs to Cherries and Cigarettes, how much money can change the lives of the winners of the lottery?

VIRGIN DIARIES
PRODUCED BY ROAD TO AWE ENTERTAINMENT, LLC/ 2012
3 X 60
Whether by choice or circumstance, many have yet to experience one of life’s most intimate milestones: sex. Virgin Diaries takes you inside the lives of adult virgins who reveal the challenges, truths, and anticipations of losing their virginity.

OBSESSIVE COMPULSIVE CLEANERS
PRODUCED BY BETTY FOR C4/ 2012
SERIES 2-4; 17 X 60
Meet the Obsessive Compulsive Cleaners; individuals who take cleaning and order to a whole new level. Haley who buys more cleaning products than food in her weekly shop; Michelle who spends over 60 hours a week cleaning her house. Richard who is obsessed with order in his bar in the centre of Las Vegas Strip. Through episodes, an obsessive cleaner is paired with a border-line hoarder to help bring order to their lives and put their Obsessive Compulsive behaviour to good use.

NY INK
Produced by Original Media/ 2010
8 X 60
Tattoo artist Ami James leaves the warm sunny shores of Miami for the cold hard concrete and steel of New York City. NY Ink follows Ami, as he opens a shop in the city where if you aren’t the best, you won’t survive. Risking his reputation and finances on a huge new space in Manhattan’s ultra-cool Soho district, Ami has recruited an elite staff of artists whose personalities are as big as their tattoo skills. Will they be able to join forces and make an indelible mark on the New York tattoo world, or will the stresses of the city be too much for Ami and his team to handle?
ALL STAR DEALERS
Produced by Fly on the Wall Entertainment/ 2011
13 X 30
The history of sports holds thousands of untold treasures, and Richie Russek is determined to find them all. With the help of his sons Michael and Darren and his company Grey Flannel Auctions, the group tracks down rare game-worn jerseys, vintage bats and forgotten trophies. To sports fanatics like themselves these items are priceless, but customers will pay anything in order to own a piece of history.

CRAFT WARS
Produced by Super Delicious/ 2011
10 X 60
Draw your glue guns – it is time for an all-out craft battle! America’s best crafters are being put to the test in the ultimate crafting competition, encompassing all genres of expertise. At stake: a $10,000 grand prize. Hosted by author and avid crafter, Tori Spelling, the three challengers must out-do each other in two rounds of difficult challenges to determine who is truly a creative master.

PROPERTY WARS
Produced by Sharp Entertainment, LLC/ 2011
6 X 30
In the world of housing auctions, Phoenix, Arizona is the gold standard. Modern day prospectors are risking their money to bid on homes up for auction. But the catch in this real estate transaction is they can’t step foot inside the house before they bid on it. They must buy it as-is, mostly sight unseen. They must value the house using only what they can detect from the outside. Sometimes their gambles allow them to hit the jackpot on a pristine house, but sometimes the inside reveals a profit-decimating house of horrors.

UNITED STATES OF BACON
Produced by Sharp Entertainment, LLC/ 2012
12 X 30
Have no fear, bacon is here! With Americans gobbling up more than 1.7 billion pounds of bacon each year, this series features our hog-wild host, Chef Todd Fisher, as he road trips to cities across America in search of the most mouth-watering, stomach-growl-inducing, sensory-overloading bacon creations kitchens have to offer. These places aren’t just restaurants or eateries, they are bacon temples. Attention all bacon lovers, you can’t miss this! *Also available in a 1 hour “Best of” special.

UNITED STATES OF STEAK & UNITED STATES OF BURGERS
Produced by Sharp Entertainment, LLC/ 2012
2 X 60
In these two mouth-watering specials, Chef Todd Fisher traverses America for the best steaks and burgers. From Texas T-Bone to an indisputable New York icon, Chef Todd is on the hunt for the best cuts of beef you can carry, and sinks his teeth into the most tender slabs in all of America. And what would a road trip be without a great burger? With toasted buns, deep fried patties and toppings galore, Todd samples the most irresistible and delicious hamburgers the country has to offer.

UNITED STATES OF STEAK
Produced by Sharp Entertainment, LLC/ 2012
12 X 30
In these two mouth-watering specials, Chef Todd Fisher traverses America for the best steaks and burgers. From Texas T-Bone to an indisputable New York icon, Chef Todd is on the hunt for the best cuts of beef you can carry, and sinks his teeth into the most tender slabs in all of America. And what would a road trip be without a great burger? With toasted buns, deep fried patties and toppings galore, Todd samples the most irresistible and delicious hamburgers the country has to offer.

UNITED STATES OF BURGERS
Produced by Sharp Entertainment, LLC/ 2012
12 X 30
In these two mouth-watering specials, Chef Todd Fisher traverses America for the best steaks and burgers. From Texas T-Bone to an indisputable New York icon, Chef Todd is on the hunt for the best cuts of beef you can carry, and sinks his teeth into the most tender slabs in all of America. And what would a road trip be without a great burger? With toasted buns, deep fried patties and toppings galore, Todd samples the most irresistible and delicious hamburgers the country has to offer.
MUMMY KING MYSTERY
Produced by BQ Productions 2010-2011

What happened to Ramses III? Was he murdered? The mummy of the dynasty’s founder has never been positively identified, but Zahi Hawass believes he has tracked it down. For the first time ever, he’s bringing in DNA testing to identify the lost pharaoh – a discovery sure to make headlines. With a new generation of CT and DNA technology, and through genetic testing, medical imaging, carbon dating, and good old-fashioned archaeological detective work, Zahi will rewrite the story of the rise and fall of the Ramses dynasty – and set the record straight.

SECRETS OF SECRET SOCIETIES
Produced by Peacock Productions 2012

There’s only one person that is truly in the know about all of the happenings within the White House and it’s not the President of the United States of America. Take an exclusive look at the role of presidential Chiefs of Staff, spanning nine administrations, as many sit down to web together the ultimate insider’s guide to the modern presidency.

INTO THE UNIVERSE WITH STEPHEN HAWKING
Produced by Peacock Productions, 2009

Definition, imagination and exquisitely beautiful, the Universe with Stephen Hawking is fascinating, fast-paced and packed with adventure. From one of the Weirdest places on the planet, Sun Island in Hawaii, to where the universe began, the puzzle is in order and Hawking is ready to tackle it. Using CGI (see pages 28-30) and specially commissioned NASA footage, we journey into new territory and use Hawking’s extraordinary mind to re-travel the universe to a new generation of stargazers.

THE JESUS CONSPIRACIES
Produced by Karga 7 Pictures 2011

The Jesus Conspiracies is a gripping, unpredictable mini-series that follows the biggest conspiracies surrounding the life of Jesus Christ. Was Mary Magdalene the founder of Christianity? What was Jesus doing from ages 12-30? Travel around the world as we unearth concealed, controversial and illuminating clues in an effort to piece together the truth.

THE PRESIDENTS’ GATEKEEPERS
Produced by Peacock Productions 2012

Acclaimed psychic/medium Chris Fleming is on a quest to learn how other cultures communicate with the dead. Chris heads to the island of Jamaica, where he immerses himself in a local culture that is ripe with beliefs and practices involving “duppies.”
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